
BITNEURONS EXPLAINED

Discover Bitneuron Token - The Lifeblood of 
the BrainTensor API Ecosystem



Total Supply: 
100 billion (inspired by the estimated maximum number of neurons in the human brain) 

• 7% allocated to FirstTensor delegators. 
• 10% listing liquidity. 
• 20% designated for staking rewards. 
• 28% distributed to FT Neuron Holders. 
• 35% allocated for rewards to FirstStudio.AI platform users, based on their activity and contributions to 
the ecosystem.

Tokenomics:



Token Distribution Phases

Phase 1:
Internal Token Daily Token Generation for FT Neuron Holders and FirstTensor Delegators over 100 weeks 
started from 1st December 2023. 
• 10 million tokens are actively generated each day by FirstTensor TAO delegators based on their TAO 
delegated amount / dominance to the FirstTensor Validator.
• 30 million tokens are actively generated each day by FT Neuron Holders based on the number of FT 
Neurons they own.
During Phase 1, all Bitneuron tokens will remain internal within the FirstTensor ecosystem, and they will 
not be transferable at this time. 

Phase 2: 
Deployment of the Bitneuron Smart Contract.

Phase 3: 
The wallets addresses association (between Bittensor wallet address and ERC20 wallet address).



FirstTensor Validator will launch its API, called BrainTensor. Through this, developers will be able to 
access the Bittensor network intelligence and build their tools.

Free Unlimited Access: Developers opting for this will need to integrate Bitneuron into their projects. To 
qualify, they must submit their product concept on the BrainTensor website, explaining how it will 
enhance the utility of the Bitneuron token. If the community votes in favor of the project, it will be 
granted complimentary API access. 

Paid Access: In this model, FirstTensor will allocate 70% of the profits derived from selling BrainTensor
API access to buy and burn Bitneuron Tokens.

How it will work:



Introducing the pioneering platforms powered by the 
BrainTensor API that will adopt Bitneuron Token

FirstAds: 
The first decentralized and incentivized advertising tool. Here, you can engage hundreds of influencers 
to drive traffic to your campaigns, revolutionizing how you reach your audience.

FirstStudio.AI: 
An AI-driven studio that allows you to unleash your creativity and monetize your ideas through 
Bitneuron Tokens. 



• Bitneuron token will empower the entire economy of multiple products developed via BrainTensor API
and incentivize users to embrace and contribute to the FirstTensor ecosystem's expansion.
• All the tools built trough BrainTensor (FirstTensor API) will have a deflationary impact on Bitneuron
tokens supply and will increase the token's utility.

Token Utility

• Acquiring FT Neurons.
• Delegating TAO to FirstTensor Validator.
• Being one of the top FirstStudio.AI creators.

How to generate Bitneuron tokens

Links
Buy FT Neurons: https://firsttensor.com/buy
Stake TAO to FirstTensor Validator: https://firsttensor.com/stake
Connect your Bittensor Wallet to ERC20 Wallet: https://firsttensor.com/connect

https://firsttensor.com/buy
https://firsttensor.com/stake
https://firsttensor.com/connect

